Legend

Bibliometric indicators linked to the journal
• IF = Impact factor Thomson ISI. Are indicated : IF of the year of publication and IF of the latest edition of JCR (latest). * = if not known by ORBi yet ; ** = if non-existent.
• IF5: idem as IF but for a 5 year period (new indicator since 2009).
• Following the decision of the French-speaking rectors to stop subscribing to the JCR Impact Factor, IF and IF5 are no longer updated from 2015. The "latest" index corresponds to the 2014 index of the journal, or of the last year of presence of the journal in the JCR.
• EigenF = EigenFactor (see : http://www.eigenfactor.org),
• Article infl. = Article Influence : EigenFactor divided by the number of articles published in the journal.

Bibliometric indicators linked to the article
• ORBi viewed = total number of visualizations of a reference on ORBi (of which X internally within the ULiège).
• ORBi downloaded = total number of downloads of the full text via ORBi, including requests copy.
• SCOPUS® = number of citations picked up by SCOPUS®.


Dissertations and Theses

Publications

1. Books

2. Articles in academic journals

With peer reviewing

With an international target audience

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/213937
Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)
ORBi viewed: 62 (21 ULiège) ; downloaded: 109 (20 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 0

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/227258
Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)
ORBi viewed: 62 (32 ULiège) ; downloaded: 26 (6 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 0

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/225850
Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)
ORBi viewed: 123 (51 ULiège) ; downloaded: 58 (17 ULiège)

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/214824
Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)
ORBi viewed: 19 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 22 (9 ULiège)

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/198952

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi) ✔

ORBi viewed: 52 (9 ULiège) ; downloaded: 24 (1 ULiège)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/184249

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi) ✔

ORBi viewed: 119 (33 ULiège) ; downloaded: 93 (16 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/184207

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi) ✔

ORBi viewed: 123 (23 ULiège) ; downloaded: 87 (15 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/177056

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi) ✔

ORBi viewed: 64 (15 ULiège) ; downloaded: 89 (15 ULiège)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/177118

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi) ✔

ORBi viewed: 69 (10 ULiège) ; downloaded: 66 (6 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/177033

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 64 (12 ULiège) ; downloaded: 70 (10 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/170535

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 137 (35 ULiège) ; downloaded: 244 (14 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/157934

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 127 (28 ULiège) ; downloaded: 82 (15 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/156210

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi) ✔

ORBi viewed: 96 (24 ULiège) ; downloaded: 128 (25 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

IF 2013: 4.063; latest: 4.671; IFS: 4.546 — EigenF 2013: 0.018; latest: 0.021 — Article Infl. 2013: 1.1; latest: 1.3

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/131943

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)

ORBi viewed: 84 (12 ULiège); downloaded: 53 (6 ULiège)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/132779

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)

ORBi viewed: 284 (14 ULiège); downloaded: 150 (8 ULiège)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/130617

Peer reviewed

ORBi viewed: 458 (52 ULiège); downloaded: 5738 (71 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/120722

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)

ORBi viewed: 236 (20 ULiège); downloaded: 86 (10 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/145853

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)

ORBi viewed: 28956 (179 ULiège); downloaded: 49612 (108 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 982 (968 self citations excluded)

IF 2011: 3.042; latest: 3.735; IFS: 4.786 — EigenF 2011: 0.037; latest: - — Article Infl. 2011: 1.6; latest: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/10777

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)

ORBi viewed: 134 (13 ULiège); downloaded: 287 (6 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 15 (15 self citations excluded)

IF 2010: 1.053; latest: 0.928; IFS: 0.94 — EigenF 2010: 0.011; latest: 0.007 — Article Infl. 2010: 0.5; latest: 0.3


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/14121

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)

ORBi viewed: 170 (20 ULiège); downloaded: 204 (20 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 42 (40 self citations excluded)

IF 2009: 1.303; latest: 1.586; IFS: 2.002 — EigenF 2009: 0.013; latest: 0.013 — Article Infl. 2009: 0.6; latest: 0.7


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/1378

Peer reviewed

ORBi viewed: 98 (15 ULiège); downloaded: 224 (16 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 11 (5 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/1454

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)

ORBi viewed: 74 (6 ULiège); downloaded: 226 (5 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 73 (67 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/1457

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)

ORBi viewed: 43 (6 ULiège) ; downloaded: 218 (5 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 2 (2 self citations excluded)

IF 1993: ?; latest: 0.721 — EigenF 1993: -; latest: <0.001 — Article Infl. 1993: -; latest: 0.2

Without peer reviewing

**With an international target audience**


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/225615

ORBi viewed: 58 (18 ULiège) ; downloaded: 70 (15 ULiège)

* These authors have contributed equally to this work.

With a national target audience


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121270

ORBi viewed: 27 (2 ULiège) ; downloaded: 32 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

**3. Chapters of collective works**


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/231074

Peer reviewed

ORBi viewed: 25 (5 ULiège) ; downloaded: 2 (2 ULiège)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/229746

Peer reviewed

ORBi viewed: 239 (68 ULiège) ; downloaded: 97 (28 ULiège)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/214238

Peer reviewed

ORBi viewed: 86 (13 ULiège) ; downloaded: 119 (10 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 0


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/213147

Peer reviewed

ORBi viewed: 318 (54 ULiège) ; downloaded: 215 (26 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 1 (1 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/203874

Peer reviewed

ORBi viewed: 47 (22 ULiège) ; downloaded: 21 (14 ULiège)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/201146

Peer reviewed

ORBi viewed: 290 (73 ULiège) ; downloaded: 486 (36 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 4 (3 self citations excluded)
Peer reviewed ORBi viewed: 137 (29 ULiège); downloaded: 89 (10 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/184370
Peer reviewed ORBi viewed: 291 (110 ULiège); downloaded: 140 (17 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 1 (0 self citations excluded)

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/182893
Peer reviewed ORBi viewed: 503 (208 ULiège); downloaded: 759 (64 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 11 (8 self citations excluded)

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/174126
Peer reviewed ORBi viewed: 70 (18 ULiège); downloaded: 164 (9 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 0

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/172837
ORBi viewed: 113 (53 ULiège); downloaded: 98 (19 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 2 (0 self citations excluded)

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/157177
Peer reviewed ORBi viewed: 323 (17 ULiège); downloaded: 2340 (12 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 14 (8 self citations excluded)

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/157176
Peer reviewed ORBi viewed: 1374 (37 ULiège); downloaded: 6163 (21 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 25 (24 self citations excluded)

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/166536
Peer reviewed ORBi viewed: 106 (22 ULiège); downloaded: 104 (12 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/161668
Peer reviewed ORBi viewed: 105 (42 ULiège); downloaded: 155 (17 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/163052
Peer reviewed ORBi viewed: 117 (37 ULiège); downloaded: 106 (20 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 3 (2 self citations excluded)
Pierard, S., Phan-Ba, R., & Van Droogenbroeck, M. (2014). Machine learning techniques to assess the performance of a gait analysis system. *European Symposium on Artificial Neural Networks, Computational Intelligence and Machine Learning (ESANN)* (pp. 419-424).

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/163051
Peer reviewed ✓
ORBi viewed: 105 (15 ULiège); downloaded: 138 (10 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 1 (0 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/162592
Peer reviewed ✓
ORBi viewed: 210 (80 ULiège); downloaded: 203 (25 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 1 (1 self citation excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/41515
Peer reviewed ✓
ORBi viewed: 101 (17 ULiège); downloaded: 434 (8 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 6 (3 self citations excluded)

Pierard, S., Pierlot, V., Lejeune, A., & Van Droogenbroeck, M. (2012). I-see-3D! An Interactive and Immersive System that dynamically adapts 2D projections to the location of a user’s eyes. *International Conference on 3D Imaging (IC3D)* (pp. 8).

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/134431
Peer reviewed ✓
ORBi viewed: 439 (50 ULiège); downloaded: 520 (21 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 6 (6 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/131320
Peer reviewed ✓
ORBi viewed: 222 (18 ULiège); downloaded: 248 (11 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/117561
Peer reviewed ✓
ORBi viewed: 1469 (34 ULiège); downloaded: 7907 (35 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 164 (162 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/115963
Peer reviewed ✓
ORBi viewed: 463 (63 ULiège); downloaded: 1279 (27 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/103459
Peer reviewed ✓
ORBi viewed: 969 (41 ULiège); downloaded: 928 (21 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 14 (13 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/101296
ORBi viewed: 245 (41 ULiège); downloaded: 358 (22 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/91558
Peer reviewed ✓
ORBi viewed: 106 (20 ULiège); downloaded: 166 (9 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/23634
Peer reviewed ✓
ORBi viewed: 1386 (31 ULiège); downloaded: 1108 (10 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 0

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/89435

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 591 (50 ULiège) ; downloaded: 1582 (20 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 5 (4 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/88198

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 132 (18 ULiège) ; downloaded: 178 (9 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 5 (5 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/67710

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 145 (23 ULiège) ; downloaded: 154 (5 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 0


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/40933

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 129 (40 ULiège) ; downloaded: 189 (21 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 3 (0 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/35684

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 54 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 323 (3 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/25766

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 257 (34 ULiège) ; downloaded: 258 (27 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 37 (36 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/17697

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 69 (9 ULiège) ; downloaded: 163 (5 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 0


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/12086

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 176 (7 ULiège) ; downloaded: 65 (5 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 3 (3 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/12087

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 1647 (51 ULiège) ; downloaded: 3298 (31 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 233 (228 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/1377

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 244 (14 ULiège) ; downloaded: 94 (15 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: 6 (6 self citations excluded)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/1496

Peer reviewed ✔

ORBi viewed: 630 (8 ULiège) ; downloaded: 827 (3 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -
[http://hdl.handle.net/2268/1807](http://hdl.handle.net/2268/1807)
Peer reviewed ✔
ORBi viewed: 43 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 36 (4 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

[http://hdl.handle.net/2268/14341](http://hdl.handle.net/2268/14341)
Peer reviewed ✔
ORBi viewed: 22 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 55 (2 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

[http://hdl.handle.net/2268/1808](http://hdl.handle.net/2268/1808)
Peer reviewed ✔
ORBi viewed: 55 (5 ULiège) ; downloaded: 56 (4 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

6. Reports

Expert reports

[http://hdl.handle.net/2268/115433](http://hdl.handle.net/2268/115433)
ORBi viewed: 66 (14 ULiège) ; downloaded: 0 — SCOPUS®: -

[http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121268](http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121268)
ORBi viewed: 11 (1 ULiège) ; downloaded: 25 (2 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

[http://hdl.handle.net/2268/120704](http://hdl.handle.net/2268/120704)
ORBi viewed: 207 (5 ULiège) ; downloaded: 2 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

[http://hdl.handle.net/2268/117128](http://hdl.handle.net/2268/117128)
ORBi viewed: 50 (1 ULiège) ; downloaded: 2327 (3 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

[http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121472](http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121472)
ORBi viewed: 24 ; downloaded: 0 — SCOPUS®: -

Research reports

[http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121299](http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121299)
ORBi viewed: 15 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 7 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

[http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121298](http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121298)
ORBi viewed: 26 (2 ULiège) ; downloaded: 14 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

Research reports

[http://hdl.handle.net/2268/112949](http://hdl.handle.net/2268/112949)
ORBi viewed: 78 (23 ULiège) ; downloaded: 6 (6 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -
http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121297
ORBi viewed: 156 (2 ULiège) ; downloaded: 2 — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/120647
ORBi viewed: 46 (4 ULiège) ; downloaded: 344 (4 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121411
ORBi viewed: 88 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 52 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/5770
ORBi viewed: 58 (8 ULiège) ; downloaded: 32 (4 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/175966
ORBi viewed: 34 (2 ULiège) ; downloaded: 12 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

Other reports

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/144734
ORBi viewed: 80 (15 ULiège) ; downloaded: 72 (6 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

8. Learning materials

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/233407
ORBi viewed: 14 (2 ULiège) ; downloaded: 3 (2 ULiège)

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/184667
ORBi viewed: 2293 (671 ULiège) ; downloaded: 1391 (397 ULiège)

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/170889
ORBi viewed: 2674 (353 ULiège) ; downloaded: 2170 (251 ULiège)

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/153457
ORBi viewed: 1371 (154 ULiège) ; downloaded: 746 (95 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/98954
ORBi viewed: 747 (161 ULiège) ; downloaded: 1028 (181 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/18113
ORBi viewed: 982 (76 ULiège) ; downloaded: 1022 (73 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/1765
ORBi viewed: 406 (48 ULiège) ; downloaded: 1660 (33 ULiège)
9. Computer developments

Software

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121494
ORBi viewed: 247 (2 ULiège); downloaded: 33 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®:

Communications

Symposia and conferences with an international target audience

On invitation

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/104993
ORBi viewed: 338 (15 ULiège); downloaded: 2431 (18 ULiège) — SCOPUS®:

On a personal proposal

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/205177
ORBi viewed: 29 (6 ULiège); downloaded: 5 (2 ULiège)
Symposia and conferences with an national target audience

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/158024
ORBi viewed: 253 (108 ULiège) ; downloaded: 240 (41 ULiège)

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/158012
ORBi viewed: 71 (27 ULiège) ; downloaded: 32 (10 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/59728
Peer reviewed ✔
ORBi viewed: 33 (6 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

Scientific conferences in universities or research centers

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121276
ORBi viewed: 79 (4 ULiège) ; downloaded: 339 (3 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/108472
ORBi viewed: 14 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121271
ORBi viewed: 34 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 80 (3 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121277
ORBi viewed: 32 (2 ULiège) ; downloaded: 45 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121274
ORBi viewed: 84 (1 ULiège) ; downloaded: 214 (1 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/166256
ORBi viewed: 15 — SCOPUS®: -

Posters

Pierard, S., Azrour, S., Phan-Ba, R., & Van Droogenbroeck, M. (2014, June 17). Detection and characterization of gait modifications, for the longitudinal follow-up of patients with neurological diseases, based on the gait analyzing system GAIMS. Poster session presented at The European Life Sciences Summit BIOMEDICA, Maastricht, The Netherlands.
http://hdl.handle.net/2268/168475
ORBi viewed: 66 (14 ULiège) ; downloaded: 60 (6 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

Peer reviewed
ORBi viewed: 135 (35 ULiège) ; downloaded: 27 (5 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

Miscellaneous

Articles for general public or popularization articles

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/1769
ORBi viewed: 82 (11 ULiège) ; downloaded: 23 (2 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/1391
ORBi viewed: 2590 (31 ULiège) ; downloaded: 98668 (36 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

Conferences for general public

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/188236
ORBi viewed: 46 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 2 (2 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121267
ORBi viewed: 90 (5 ULiège) ; downloaded: 728 (4 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121273
ORBi viewed: 53 (3 ULiège) ; downloaded: 236 (3 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

Others

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/233090
ORBi viewed: 21 (8 ULiège) ; downloaded: 1 (1 ULiège)

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/225790
ORBi viewed: 97 (18 ULiège) ; downloaded: 0

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/98750
ORBi viewed: 194 (16 ULiège) ; downloaded: 790 (9 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/98791
ORBi viewed: 724 (20 ULiège) ; downloaded: 333 (3 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/121596
ORBi viewed: 31 (11 ULiège) ; downloaded: 64 (10 ULiège) — SCOPUS®: -